This Teen Suicide Prevention Seminar is Being Presented in High Schools Across America Encouraging Teenagers to Enjoy Life and Live the Teen Experience.

We Are Committed to Improving the Quality of Teenage Life in America.

Your Email or Corporation Email Address.

Life is Worth Living!

LIVE IT TO THE LIMIT!
Take This Brochure With You.

It Contains a Valuable Contract for Life. Your Contract for Life is on the opposite panel. Spend some time with a parent or friend and have a discussion on the value of your life. After the discussion, confirm your commitment to the value of your life by signing the Contract for Life. Your parent or friend will witness your commitment. Keep this Contract for Life with your important papers. Read it often as a reminder of your commitment.

Contract for Life

I believe that life is the most valuable and precious gift that has been given to me.

I pledge to honor and respect this gift.

I pledge to respect and protect the gift of life which has been given to my family and to my friends.

I pledge to encourage others to respect the gift of life as I do. I will take time each day to help my friends as they aspire to achieve their personal goals.

Your Signature                                      Date

Signature of Witness                                Date